
 
 

November 4, 2010 
  

Senator Tom Ada 
Chairperson Committee on Public Works 
Ste. 207 Ada Plaza Ctr., 173 Aspinall Ave.  
Hågatña, Guam 96910  
 

 

Buenas Chairman Ada: 

 

I write this letter due to my concern about the road construction contract for the tri-intersection of Rt. 

8, 10 and 16.  There are several businesses in the area that have raised concerns about their loss of 

revenue and about the apparent lack of planning in this area to consider the impact on their business by 

the Government of Guam and the contractor/s.   

 

There are several issues that concern me with this contract. I hereby request an Oversight Hearing 

regarding the award of this contract and the seemingly favorable terms for the contractor.  Among the 

questions I raise for the business owners and the general public is the following: 

 

 The only limitation and condition placed on the contractor was that the company had a year to 

complete this project. Is this part and parcel for most contracts?  

 

 The project was reportedly “under-bidded.” Thus mitigation funds in the original project 

designated to assist impacted businesses were redirected to cover the “underbidding.” Is this 

proper?  

 

 There was no mitigation plan to assist the businesses with losses in revenue.  

 

 Do the affected businesses have a potential claim with the Government of Guam for their loss in 

revenue as a result of the on-going construction?    

 

On August 25, 2010, I sent a copy of a letter of concern to Governor Felix P. Camacho regarding the 

traffic congestion that currently plagues our island’s main thoroughfares. In that correspondence I 

urged the Governor and the Department of Public Works to work with contractors to alleviate the 

impact on the businesses entities in these areas.  The letter is attached. Also attached are two additional 

letters; one is from a concerned business that is on the verge of closure because of the construction. 

The second is a follow-up letter to the Department of Public Works inquiring about any mitigation 

alternatives and the cause for the lack of assistance in ensuring minimal impact and revenue loss for 

these businesses. 

 

Chairman Ada, it is not proper for the government to treat these businesses this way and to impede 

progress with our infrastructure. I look forward to a positive and prompt response from your office and 

a hopeful resolution for the people of Guam. Thank you for your time and attention regarding this 

specific concern.        

 

Senseramente,  

  

              

Judith P. Guthertz, DPA     Attachments:  Nov. 1, letter to DPW 

Aug 25 letter to Governor    

 Oct. 25 letter from RPM 


